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Attachment of sister chromatids to microtubules
from opposite spindle poles — bi-orientation — gen-
erates tension at the kinetochores. The Ipl1/Aurora
B kinase responds to the absence of tension at
mono-oriented chromosomes and promotes micro-
tubule turnover and spindle checkpoint activation
until a stable bi-oriented attachment is achieved.
Accurate chromosome segregation in mitosis requires
that sister chromatids are held together by cohesin
proteins and that they attach to microtubules from
opposite spindle poles, a state known as bi-orienta-
tion. The kinetochore, a protein complex assembled
on centromeric DNA, mediates the connection between
microtubules and chromosomes. The two kineto-
chores on a bi-oriented chromosome are under
tension, as cohesion resists microtubule-dependent
pulling forces. Soon after all chromosomes have
achieved bi-orientation, cohesin degradation com-
mences and releases the linkage between sister
chromatids. Fully unattached chromosomes and mono-
oriented chromosomes — either with one attached
and one unattached kinetochore or two kinetochores
attached to the same pole — activate the spindle
checkpoint which blocks cohesin proteolysis and sub-
sequent chromosome segregation. As fully unat-
tached and mono-oriented chromosomes lack
tension, it has long been suspected that cells monitor
tension at the kinetochores to assess proper chromo-
some attachment [1].
Two recent papers [2,3] now suggest that the
conserved Ipl1/aurora B kinase and its partner
Sli15/INCENP are part of this ‘tensiometer’ and promote
bi-orientation in budding yeast. The analysis of
ipl1/aurora B and sli15/INCENP mutants in different
eukaryotic organisms had already suggested an essen-
tial role for these proteins during chromosome segre-
gation [4]; in budding yeast, sister chromatids frequently
segregated to the same pole in the absence of IPL1
[5,6], and remained there without showing the typical
pole-to-pole oscillations and sister kinetochore separa-
tion seen in wild-type cells [7]. In these mutants, degra-
dation of cohesin and the onset of anaphase occurred
on time, ruling out the possibility that sister chromatids
were still held together by protein linkage [5].
Tanaka et al. [2] revisited the ipl1 mutant phenotype
and concluded from a series of elegant experiments
that Ipl1 is part of an error-correction mechanism that
detects the lack of tension at microtubule–kinetochore
connections and promotes their turnover until a bi-
oriented state has been achieved. The key insight
came from analysis of Ipl1 function in the replication
mutant cdc6, which proceeds from G1 into mitosis
without an intervening S phase. In this mutant, unrepli-
cated chromatids lack sisters and therefore do not
experience the tension that results from bi-orientation.
The absence of Ipl1 had a dramatic effect on the seg-
regation pattern of sisterless chromatids. While the
chromatids segregated randomly to either spindle
pole in the cdc6 single mutant (so with Ipl1 present), in
ipl1 cdc6 double mutants they preferentially attached
to the spindle pole in the daughter cell (Figure 1).
The interpretation of this remarkable result relies on
two recent discoveries: the first is that budding yeast
centromeres are already attached via kinetochores
and microtubules to the spindle pole in G1 [8]; and the
second is that, after spindle pole body duplication and
spindle formation, the ‘old’ spindle pole — marked by
at least one protein inherited from the original, undu-
plicated spindle pole body — moves to the daughter
cell, while the newly synthesized spindle pole stays in
the mother cell [9]. The observation that unreplicated
chromatids in an ipl1 cdc6 double mutant remain
linked to the very same pole that they were already
attached to in G1 suggests that the microtubule-medi-
ated kinetochore–spindle pole interactions are unusu-
ally stable in the absence of Ipl1. In the presence of
Ipl1 the original connections are destabilized, pre-
sumably because they do not create tension, leading
to a randomized segregation pattern. 
Preferential attachment of chromosomes to the old
spindle pole was not a peculiarity of unreplicated
chromatids, as chromosomes in replication-proficient
cells also showed a mis-segregation bias toward the
daughter cell (Figure 1) [2]. Most importantly, the
daughter cell bias was overcome by a temporary
treatment with the microtubule destabilizing drug
nocodazole, suggesting that ipl1 mutant cells are
capable of generating kinetochore–microtubule inter-
actions de novo, but suffer from a reduced micro-
tubule exchange between spindle poles and micro-
tubules. As a result, mono-oriented chromosomes are
not corrected into a bi-oriented configuration.
Ipl1 could destabilize microtubule connections at
the spindle poles or at kinetochores. An increased
microtubule turnover at spindle poles might be
difficult to envisage, but should not be ruled out as
Ault and Nicklas [10] observed that re-orienting
chromosomes lose their microtubule connection at
the pole and not at the kinetochore. The signal for
severing a microtubule at the spindle pole could even
originate at the kinetochore, as proteins are known to
travel from kinetochores to poles [11]. In budding
yeast, the two spindle poles are in the side-by-side
configuration at the time when replicated centromeres
attach to microtubules, making a putative microtubule
exchange between poles feasible. 
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Given that Ipl1/aurora B and Sl15/INCENP localize
near kinetochores (see below), it is more likely that
Ipl1 promotes microtubule turnover at kinetochores.
Ipl1 could directly reduce microtubule stability at the
kinetochore by regulating proteins that alter micro-
tubule dynamics. Consistent with this view is the
finding that Ipl1 destabilizes in vitro interactions
between kinetochores and microtubules in an ATP-
dependent fashion [5]. If this model is correct, one
might expect to see lagging chromosomes as a result
of Ipl1-dependent microtubule detachment from the
kinetochores. However the presence of Ipl1, for
example in the cdc6 mutant, does not lead to a
detectable lack of attachment [2,12]. It is possible that
microtubules re-attach so quickly that it is difficult to
detect the un-attached intermediate. Alternatively, Ipl1
could have no effect on microtubule stability per se,
but promote microtubule exchange at the kinetochore:
it could increase either the exchange rate at the
microtubule binding site or the microtubule-capturing
ability of the kinetochore. The latter is conceivable, as
the molecular composition and size of kinetochores in
mitosis is dynamic and depends on their attachment
state [13,14].
The analysis of Ipl1 function in cells with unrepli-
cated chromatids was informative because it sepa-
rated a putative regulatory role of Ipl1 in microtubule
turnover from a putative structural role in sister
kinetochore orientation toward opposite poles. The
former has been convincingly demonstrated, but the
latter cannot be ruled out and will require a more
structural analysis of kinetochores in ipl1 mutants. The
fact that the degree of mis-segregation in the ipl1
mutant exceeds 50% — even in the absence of the
daughter segregation bias — suggests that Ipl1 not
only corrects faulty microtubule attachment but might
also position sister kinetochores to face opposite
spindle poles.
If Ipl1 promotes microtubule turnover at spindle pole
body–kinetochore connections, it is critical to down-
regulate its activity once bi-orientation is achieved.
This inactivation should happen at the local level of
each chromosome and should depend on tension at
the kinetochore. Tanaka et al. [2] propose an appealing
model based on the known inner centromeric localiza-
tion of Ipl1/aurora B and Sli15/INCENP in-between
sister kinetochores [15,16]. The model suggests that
tension pulls sister kinetochores apart and results in a
spatial separation of Ipl1 and its putative kinetochore
substrate, leaving the substrate underphosphorylated
or more readily dephosphorylated by the phosphatase
Glc7, which is known to counteract Ipl1 (Figure 2). Ipl1
only gets close enough to its substrate when tension
is reduced as in mono-oriented or sisterless chromo-
somes. Alternatively, Ipl1 activity or localization could
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Figure 1. Chromosome segregation in wild-type and ipl1 cells.
Tanaka et al. [2] visualized chromosomes with a GFP–tet
repressor fusion protein which binds to an array of tet opera-
tors integrated at the centromere of chromosome 5 (CEN5). In
this illustration the blue circle represents segregation of bulk
DNA, while the green dot(s) show a typical example of CEN5
segregation. In wild-type cells (top left), sister chromatids effi-
ciently segregate to opposite poles. In an ipl1 mutant (top right)
sister chromatids often end up at the same pole, with a clear
mis-segregation bias toward the daughter cell. Unreplicated
chromatids in a cdc6 mutant segregate randomly to either pole
(bottom left) but in a cdc6 ipl1 double mutant they maintain the
G1-established attachment to the old pole and therefore seg-
regate preferentially with the old pole to the daughter cell
(bottom right).
CDC6+ IPL1+ CDC6+ ipl1–
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Figure 2. A model for how Ipl1/auroraB
kinase corrects mono-oriented attachment.
Mono-oriented chromosomes — either
with only one kinetochore attached or, as
depicted, with both kinetochores attached
to microtubules from the same spindle
pole — lack tension at kinetochores which
brings the inner centromeric protein
Ipl1/auroraB in close proximity to its puta-
tive kinetochore target protein(s). Phos-
phorylation of Ipl1/aurora B substrates
promotes microtubule turnover at the
mono-oriented chromosome. As soon as
the microtubule reshuffling results in bi-orientation, microtubule-dependent poleward forces generate tension, which pulls sister kine-
tochores apart and separates Ipl1/aurora B from its target protein(s). Their subsequent dephosphorylation by the phosphatase Glc7
reduces microtubule turnover and stabilizes the bi-oriented state.
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require a high level of chromosome compaction,
which gets reduced when chromosomes are stretched
during bi-orientation.
The analysis of the cdc6 ipl1 double mutant was
also useful for Biggins and Murray [3], who were
investigating a role of Ipl1 in the spindle checkpoint.
The unreplicated chromosomes in a cdc6 mutant lack
tension at their kinetochores and activate the spindle
checkpoint [12]. The absence of IPL1 abolished both
this checkpoint response and the cell-cycle arrest
triggered by high levels of the checkpoint kinase
Mps1. The ipl1 mutant was, however, competent to
activate the checkpoint in the presence of unattached
kinetochores. 
One interpretation of these observations is that Ipl1
triggers a tension-sensitive branch of the spindle
checkpoint, while other checkpoint components
monitor attachment defects [3]. Alternatively, the
checkpoint is fully functional in an ipl1 mutant but is
not triggered in a cdc6 mutant because the increased
microtubule stability does not expose unattached
kinetochores [2]. The observation that Ipl1 is required
for Mps1-induced cell-cycle arrest is more consistent
with a direct Ipl1 involvement in checkpoint signaling,
as high levels of Mps1 activate the checkpoint in the
absence of functional kinetochores [17], rendering it
independent of the microtubule-attachment state at
the kinetochore. It would make teleological sense if
Ipl1 both detected mal-oriented chromosomes and
sent the inhibitory signal that halts the cell cycle until
proper orientation is achieved.
As often with innovative contributions we end up
with more new questions than answers. The analysis of
the ipl1 mutant demonstrates that sister kinetochores
frequently attach to microtubules from the same
spindle pole [2]. A tension-based mechanism is best
suited to detecting and correcting these mal-orien-
tated chromosomes, but we do not yet know how this
postulated tensiometer works. Knowledge of the
relevant Ipl1 substrates will help us to elucidate
whether Ipl1 detects the lack of tension at mal-oriented
chromosomes and how it promotes bi-orientation.
Several candidate Ipl1 substrates have been identified
— the most promising might be the protein Dam1, part
of a complex which, like Ipl1, has recently been impli-
cated in the establishment of bi-orientation [14,18,19].
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